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Decorlite Color Glass
Warranty/Disclaimer/Technical Information

All Decorlite® Color Glass™ water-borne coatings meet the highest environmental standards. Our production method utilizes
specialty paints which minimize VOC emissions and are isocyanate-free. The result is an Ultra-Low VOC, environmentally friendly
and safe product with stable durable coatings formulated and applied to last for decades.
Decorlite® Color Glass™ can be tempered or safety laminated for durability.

Color matching:
We color match as closely as possible to the color or color swatch/fan deck code you provide to us. Larger pieces of back painted
glass are usually darker than smaller pieces due to the optical effect glass has with light. Another cause for slight color differences
are the many variables within the float glass process (process for making flat glass). Most batches of glass (even though from the
same manufacturer) have varying amounts of (green/blue) iron content due to the many variables within the float glass process
(process of making glass).

Installation:
The approved adhesive for our product is GE2000 (12 colors) SSG4000 (gray color) & SSG4000AC (accelerated cure gray color)
silicone. These products have been tested by GE Labs and proven to be compatible with our coating and do not have any reaction
to the color or bond to the glass. The adhesive should be applied to each square foot of the Decorlite® surface in an amount similar
to the size of a golf at 12” intervals directly spaced off the surface with 1/8” foam tape to insure a minimum adhesive thickness of
1/8” to comply with our laboratory test conditions. See Data Sheet on specific adhesives for technical data.

Care/Maintenance:
Care for your Decorlite® Color Glass is simple. Use a soft, lint free cloth and warm, soapy water. Avoid any abrasive
cleansers. For tough spots, use a soft, lint free cloth and denatured alcohol. Avoid any sudden strikes to the surface. Also, avoid any
extreme temperature changes which could cause the glass to crack or break.
Stock Sheet Orders:
Decorlite® Color Glass stock sheets are not intended for full utilization but rather as a stock item to be cut down to smaller sizes for
installation. As such, an 80% yield is considered normal and acceptable for this product. The use of incompatible products during
fabrication, installation or cleaning will void this warranty.

Warranty:
In the event of product failure, FGD Glass Solutions will replace only the Decorlite® Color Glass product. There will be no
compensation for labor, raw materials, overhead expenses, or any other loss incurred. This warranty applies only to the direct
customer of FGD Glass Solutions and does not extend to any other party. It will be the sole right and responsibility of FGD Glass
Solutions to determine the cause and responsibility for any claim against this warranty.
FGD Glass Solutions, Inc. warrants Decorlite® Color Glass products against loss of functionality due to the deterioration or
degradation of the color coating for a period of 5 years. Decorlite® Color Glass stock sheets are manufactured using glass which
meets ASTM C-1036 Standard and are subject to allowable defects as defined in the referenced specification
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